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Message from the Executive Director
Reflections on Earth Day and World Environment Day

Message

Since the release of the March 2014 edition of Horn Blower, the world
has celebrated both Earth Day and World Environment Day on April 22nd
and June 5th, 2014, respectively. As a Centre and Network dedicated to
environmental conservation and natural resources management, it is imperative for us to reflect on these two occasions and highlight some of
their key messages.
World Environment Day is the United Nation’s principal vehicle for encouraging worldwide awareness and action for the environment. This
year, in support of the UN designation of 2014 as the International Year
of Small Island Developing States, the theme for World Environment Day
was – “Raise your voice, not the sea level”.
Our world’s small island states are collectively home to more than 63 million people and harbour vast ecosystems, flora and fauna, and beautiful
landscapes. In spite of all their endowments, small island states still face
many environmental and other challenges, among which, climate change
is the leading one. Although they have a small contribution to climate change and account for less than one
per cent of the global total annual greenhouse gas emissions, Small Island Developing States are vulnerable
to some of the devastating impacts of climate change including sea level rise and storms. World Environment
Day 2014 was used as an opportunity to raise a call for solidarity with the islands and highlight their unique
developmental challenges and successes.
Similarly, Earth Day, which is globally coordinated by the Earth Day Network, was celebrated this year under
the global theme –“Green Cities”. The Green Cities campaign was also launched by the Earth Day Network
in the fall of 2013 to help cities worldwide become more sustainable and reduce their carbon footprint. The
campaign focuses on buildings, energy and transportation. It aims to help cities accelerate their transition to
a cleaner, healthier and more economically feasible future through improvements in efficiency, investments
in renewable technology and regulation reform.
If we had to sum up this year’s Earth Day and World Environment Day messages into a single call to action, I
believe it will be fair to say that we (i.e. individuals, communities, cities, nations, governments, businesses,
etc.) have been called upon to work together to reposition our planet, Earth, on to a more sustainable path.
Araya Asfaw, PhD

Executive Director
Horn of Africa Regional Environment Centre & Network
Addis Ababa University
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Feature article

A major step taken to transform a once putrid pile of waste into an oasis for the residents of Addis Ababa
A brief history

Since 2009, the Addis Ababa City Administration
(AACA) in collaboration with the Horn of Africa Regional Environment Centre and Network (HoAREC&N) has been engaged in a project that will
transform the Repi Dumpsite into a public park. As
one of HoA-REC&N’s keystone projects, the inaugural issue of the Horn Blower (January 2013), featured
a story entitled “Transforming Koshe: Addis Ababa’s
50-years-old open Dumpsite”. At that time, the Repi
Dumpsite, or Koshe, had been mostly closed. At the
same time, the infrastructure for methane gas extraction was installed.
The transformation of the Repi Dumpsite reached
its next major milestone in October 2013 when it received validation as an officially register Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) under the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC),
as chronicled in the December 2013 issue of the Horn
Blower.

Why a park?

The 36 hectare piece of land that played host to the
waste of Addis Ababa is a large piece of land to be
found in a rapidly growing city. Land is scarce and
valuable in the city, so if the former dumpsite is going to be closed in a sanitary way, why not use it for
some of the more pertinent needs of the city – housing, commerce, industry, etc? Is a park really necessary for a city with so many needs?
For multiple reasons, the answer in this case is, yes.
First, Addis Ababa is a city with a lack of public spaces, particularly, public parks. Public parks can go a
long way towards improving the health of a city, and,
therefore, is one of the more pertinent needs of the
city.
Secondly, building on a former waste site presents
major engineering challenges. As the loose refuse
of the former waste site shifts and settles overtime,
the infrastructure built on top becomes susceptible
to damage and collapse. This limits the type of infrastructure that can be built. A public park will hopefully avoid the engineering challenges, while creating
an environment that will mitigate residual environmental hazards from the dumpsite.

Now the project embarks on the next major step – actually transforming the former dumpsite into a park Lastly, the transformation of a dumpsite to a public
where people want to visit and enjoy.
park has been implemented successfully in other
4
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parts of the world. Although the Repi transformation will be ground-breaking in the region, the transformation of a dumpsite/landfill to a public park
has been successfully implemented in other areas
of the world. The experience and lessons learned
from these transformations will be instrumental in
the successful transformation of the Repi Dumpsite.
In fact, the AACA and members of the HoA-REC&N
team have planned an experience sharing visit to the
world’s largest landfill-to-park transformation project at the nearly 900 hectare Freshkills Park in New
York City, USA.

The park design competition

To facilitate the realisation of the envisioned park,
the AACA, in collaboration with the HoA-REC&N,
launched an international landscape and architectural design competition. The international firms that
submitted designs were required to partner with local architectural and design firms allowing the firms
to share lessons and experiences.
Six companies submitted design proposals for the
new park. A jury then reviewed those designs and

selected the best one based on a variety of selection
criteria that were outlined in the terms of reference
given to each candidate. The designs focused on the
creation of a public park consisting of educational
and recreational facilities that have been considered
possible to develop on a former dumpsite with environmental hazards in mind. It is believed that the
park will also play a vital role in creating employment
and alleviating the shortage of public spaces in the
city.

The award ceremony

On Friday, May 2, 2014, an award ceremony was held
for the finalists of the Repi Park Landscape and Architectural Design Competition. The award ceremony
was attended by over 120 participants, including former President H.E. Mr. Girma Wolde-Giorgis, as the
guest of honour.
Considering the environmental hazards and goals of
the project, after ten days of deliberation, the jury
members selected the design submitted by Universal Consultants, Consulting Architects & Engineers
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Recycled Lives
by John Purdie
PLC, a local architectural firm working in collaboration with Hydea SPA, an Italian engineering, architectural and environmental architectural firm. Their design stood out from the other designs because it best
combined the functional requirements of the project
site and the goals of the city administration. The design includes a botanic garden, an outdoor museum,
a science and technology museum, drive-in cinema,
playgrounds, and sports fields.
The design also carefully considered mitigating the
health and environmental problems associated with
the site. A landfill cap is going to be critical to the design implementation. The “monolithic” landfill cap is,
essentially, a layer of soil that will isolate the waste,
while allowing for a small amount of water to infil-

‘Recycled Lives’ producer and director, Mr. John Purdie,
reflects on the role of this documentary in the transformation of the Repi Dumpsite

Transforming a large city dump into a modern public park, with planned amenities for all, is a bold and
costly undertaking. At first sight, it may seem like
nothing more than a simple exercise in urban landscaping. Landscaping, yes! But simple, it is not.
Recycled Lives, a documentary by the Horn of Africa
Regional Environment Centre and Network (HoAREC&N), chronicles the step-by-step metamorphosis
of a dumpsite in a model way. In so doing, it reflects
the Green philosophy that underpins all HoA-REC&N
projects: the promotion and facilitation of environmental development that has economic benefits for
communities, within the context of a greater Green
picture.
The sentiment is elegantly expressed in this documentary by the HoA-REC&N Sustainable Energy Programme’s imaginative scheme for capturing toxic
methane gas from the closed dump and converting
it into carbon credit.
By considering the bigger picture, Recycled Lives reveals the issues involved in managing the complex
infrastructure of a major city’s waste disposal system
with its central dumpsite at its heart. These are universally serious issues that affect city residents and
are common for a number of major metropolises.
This year’s Earth Day celebration also echoed these
issues under the theme: Green Cities.
For this reason, Recycled Lives is an inspiring tale
with lessons for us all. It is a win-win story, in which
civic authorities and environmentalists join forces in
a genuine effort to deliver health, wealth, and happiness to the community of Addis Ababa and create a
model Green legacy for future generations to enjoy.
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trate the layer. This will allow for the buried waste
to continue decomposing. It is expected that it will
take two to five years for the unconsolidated waste to
settle. A drainage system will be placed underneath
the landfill cap to collect discharge. The landfill cap
will also dictate the type of vegetation planted at the
park, as plants with deep root systems may disrupt
the integrity of the landfill cap1.

As Destalem put it, “It has to be accessible [and affordable] to everybody. We really strive to achieve
the objective of [the AACA and] HoA-REC&N [in] that
we create a good environment for the neighbourhood”.

The next steps

The immediate next step in the transformation process is the completion of ‘Recycled Lives’, a docuEventually, the site will be a place where the commu- mentary by Mr. John Purdie, which has documented
nity of Addis Ababa can come to enjoy a natural and the transformation and will raise the awareness of
aesthetically pleasing public space in an urban area. the project (see side box). The final and longest step
of the transformation of Repi will be the construction
of the park, including the flaring of the methane gas
and issuance of carbon credits.

Design by ©: Universal Consultants, Consulting Architects &
Engineers PLC

Once completed the transformation of Repi will be
a landmark achievement of AACA, HoA-REC&N, and
Ethiopia, as a whole. Destalem recognises the technical challenges that lay ahead, but says, “We are
at the conception level. When we come to the next
stage, we will consider more realistic issues. We will
be more pragmatic”. Destalem and the team from
Universal Consultants seem poised to take on the
challenges of the innovative project. In the meantime, the citizens of Addis Ababa anxiously await the
realisation of the transformation of Repi

Repi Park, Addis Ababa: Landscape and Architectural Design Competition. 2014.
Universal Consultants, Consulting Architects & Engineers PLC.
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Rangeland management is heading in the right direction in the
South Omo Valley, as traditional practices have been integrated
into participatory rangeland management by-laws

tended droughts. Rangeland enclosures have been
one of the strategies commonly used by different development actors to regenerate vegetation/pasture
in pastoral areas.2

Ethiopia is home for more than 15 million pastoralists and agro-pastoralists who reside on 62% of the Pastoralists usually have detailed knowledge on how
obnation’s landmass. Pastoralists are mainly found in to maintain their grazing lands through extensive
3
the four lowland regions of Ethiopia: Afar, Oromia, servation and continuous herding practices . PastoSomali, and the Southern Nations, Nationalities and
Peoples’ Region (SNNPR). They are also found in
Gambella and Benishangul-Gumuz regions. The pastoral areas are estimated to be host to 42% of the
national total livestock population.
Like other pastoralists around the world, pastoralists
in Ethiopia are uniquely well-adapted to dry land environments. As an economic and social system, they
operate effectively in low or highly variable rainfall
conditions.
However, in Ethiopia, pastoral livelihood systems are
becoming increasingly vulnerable due to population
pressure, climate variability, overgrazing, unplanned
use of bush, grass, and shrub lands, presence of
non-native invasive species, conflict over resources,
and lack of awareness in the indigenous knowledge
of pastoralists. Climate change has direct effects on
the decline of fodder and pastures, which in turn reduce livestock productivity. Therefore, the degree of
vulnerability to climate change is higher in pastoral
areas where livestock is the predominant means of
livelihood.

Traditional dancing in Nyangatom District

ralists also have different risk minimizing strategies
in response to climate change induced effects. The
traditional institutions in pastoralist areas that are
responsible for resource management and societal
administration are run by the elders who make decisions that influence everyone else in the society.
They set rules and regulations that forbid inappropriate practices. They ensure that rangeland resources
are used and maintained properly. They negotiate
with the neighbouring groups on the use of pasture
Over the past 60 years, various sorts of rangeland and water. They also allocate rangeland and water redevelopment interventions have been carried out in sources.
most pastoral areas of Ethiopia. Its objectives were
Napier, A. and Desta, S. 2011. Review of Pastoral Rangeland Enclosures in Ethiopia. Accessible at http://sites.tufts.edu/feinstein/
files/2012/05/Tufts-Range-Enclosure-Review-PLI.pdf
3
Oba and Kotile. 2009. Assessments of Landscape Level Degradation in Southern Ethiopia: Pastoralists Versus Ecologists. Accessible at http://rmportal.net/library/content/frame/rangeland-ethiopia.pdf/view
2
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Spotlights from HoA-REC&N

Participatory Rangeland Management Has a to rehabilitate degraded or bush‐invaded rangeland
and provide pasture reserves for animals during exLegal Framework in the South Omo Valley

Photo by ©: HoA-REC&Ni 2014

Women of the Nyangatom tribe participating in rangeland management

In the Nyangatom District of the South Omo Valley,
these customary laws tend to be passed down orally
through generations. Land and other resources tend
to be common assets of the clan or the group that
use it permanently. Laws exist that protect pastureland from overuse, and there are often rules governing the establishment of settlements to preserve the
mobility of people and livestock. Visitors and their
use of resources are also taken into account in these
customary laws. Amendments to the laws are often
put in place during times of stress and hardship to assist communities through the difficult times by trying
to ensure that resources remain available throughout times of low productivity. Customary institutions
now play an increasingly active role in rangeland and
natural resource management. Moreover, customary
institutions are also providing advice and solutions,
and they are particularly critical in the mediation and
alleviation towards the resolution of conflicts.

Assessing rangeland potential and resource user
groups; Setting up or strengthening of institutions;
Defining rangeland management units and resource
assessment unit; Developing a management plan;
Arresting and reversing declining rangeland productivity; and Participatory monitoring and evaluation.
The HoA-REC&N team performed an assessment of
rangeland potential and resource groups in two townships of the Nyangatom District – Lorenkachawo and
Aypa. The purpose of this assessment was to collect
the necessary information on the use, administration and management of the community rangeland
enclosure in Nyangatom District and to identify the
perception and perspectives of the different community groups and other stakeholders on the community rangeland enclosure. The output of this assessment, which is legally binding, endorsed by all
relevant stakeholders, and can be effectively monitored, was put into effect on May 10, 2014. With the
establishment of PRM, the relevant and agreed upon
customary institution and/or defined community
rangeland management group is legally enabled to
oversee the sustainable management of the natural
resources found in the defined rangeland sites.

With these concepts in mind, the Climate Change Programme at the Horn of Africa Regional Environment
Centre and Network (HoA-REC&N) is supporting the
institutional building of an appropriate framework for
implementing participatory rangeland management
(PRM) and adaptation to climate variability in the
Nyangatom District. The PRM aims to produce a by- The HoA-REC&N team used scientific data collection
law that will legally dictate rangeland management methods to meet the objective of the assessment
within the local context. These activities include: and followed participatory research methodologies.
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Based on the findings of the assessment and consulting documents on community-based rangeland management and participatory rangeland management
practices in Ethiopia and Kenya, this by-law drafting
process took into consideration the prevailing customary rules of the beneficiary communities. Careful consideration between the formal and customary
rules and best-fit synchronization has been made to
make the by-laws workable and sustainable.
This assessment found that the communities had effective indigenous rangeland management systems
that include good grazing and conservation practices.
It showed the need to integrate and strengthen the
traditional systems with the national government’s
practices and strategies in order to ensure the sustainable use of the rangeland. This type of participatory legislation is possible through cooperation
among the community, the government, and civil society organisations

Models of Sustainable Tourism Supported in
the Central Rift Valley

When people talk about tourism in Africa the usual
destinations mentioned are Kenya and its exotic safaris, Egypt and its massive pyramids, and Ethiopia
and its, potential. It is always a discussion of potential that has yet to be capitalized on and is seemingly
under constant threat. Ethiopia’s culture is as diverse
as its wildlife and has the potential to attract many
tourists, but, due to various threats (deforestation,
climate change, etc.) and a lack of proper tourism development, Ethiopia’s tourism sector has a long way
to go to meet its much talked about potential.
However, a great opportunity exists in that, through
sustainable tourism, the Ethiopian tourism sector can
grow in a way that protects the cultural and biodiversity. The Horn of Africa Regional Environment Centre
10
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Waterfall at Lephis Forest

Photo by: © Andrew Gamble / HoA-REC&N 2014

HoA-REC&N pushes two eco-tourism sites towards economic sustainability by bringing seven tour operators to
see the sites

Photo by: © Andrew Gamble / HoA-REC&N 2014

Participating tour operators hiking on Tulu Gudo Island

and Network (HoA-REC&N) is facilitating this sustainable growth by supporting two exceptional examples
of community-based ecotourism sites on community
conservation areas in Ethiopia: Lake Ziway and Lephis
Forest.

themselves. HoA-REC&N’s role is to continue to provide positive reinforcement and give an occasional
push.

In an effort to provide this push, the HoA-REC&N
brought seven tour operators from Addis Ababa to
The Lake Ziway and Lephis Forest tourism destina- see two community tourism destinations at Lake Zitions were first established by the Ethiopian Sustain- way and Lephis Forest on May 28th and 29th, 2014.
able Tourism Alliance (ESTA) project in partnership
with HoA-REC&N, but this project phased out a year The HoA-REC&N facilitated what is known as a familago. The ESTA was the main force in establishing these iarisation trip in the tourism sector by bringing the
sites, and these destinations are learning how to op- participating tour operators. A familiarisation trip
erate on their own. Despite all the support these des- brings tour operators, media, or other tourism staketinations have received, the success and failure of the holders to a site in order to familiarise them with
destinations really depends on the people running what the site has to offer. The trip serves multiple
the sites and their motivation to manage all aspects purposes: the tourism destination receives feedof the business. The proverbial training wheels have back from important players in the sector; tourism
been removed, and these destinations are running by stakeholders become aware of the destination; and
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The trip began in Ziway, where participants took a
boat ride across Lake Ziway to visit Tulu Gudo Island,
home to the Zay people. The island is said to be the
historical location where the Ark of the Covenant
was protected during times of war. On the island,
participants visited the Mariam Tsion Church, talked
to community members making handicrafts and fuel
efficient MIRT Stoves, and enjoyed a lunch of fresh
fish. The participants were impressed not only with
the link the island has to the Ark of the Covenant, but
also, the abundance of birds, the professionalism of
the tourism service, and the town’s new hotels that
could comfortably house tourists. Participants spent
the night in Ziway and departed for Lephis Forest the
following day.

Solar Technology is Making Inroads into
Ethiopia

At the national and grassroots levels solar technology
becomes a viable energy solution for off-grid areas

In the West Arsi Highlands, young entrepreneurs are
bringing light and reducing fuel wood demand in the
Lephis Township. One of these young entrepreneurs,
Kila Kedir, was studying construction one year ago at
a local technical school. Now, she is applying her construction skills by making improved cook stoves, and,
at the same time, learning business skills through
working in a small-medium enterprise (SME).
Photo by: © Andrew Gamble / HoA-REC&N 2014

the visiting stakeholders share their experience with
their colleagues and other major players in the tourism sector. For a budding tourism sector with limited
options for quality tourism destinations (especially
community-based and environmentally focused destinations), these visits are a great benefit for everyone involved.

Lephis was a special part of this familiarisation trip
since almost none of the tour operators had heard of
the forest, let alone visited it. Few of the participants
had expected the splendour of the forest and the
grandeur of the waterfall, especially since it had been
a place previously unknown to them. One of the tour
operators spoke very highly of the forest, saying, “It’s
a paradise and a must-explore”.
One comment that was common among the participants was that the level of organisation and professionalism among the local tour guides was impressive.
It is fair to say that the Lake Ziway and Lephis Forest
destinations are models of community-based ecotourism – a sustainable model of tourism for Ethiopia.
This is in large part due to the work of HoA-REC&N
and its partners over the past several years

Selling of fuel saving stoves at Arsi Negelle Bazaar

Ms. Kila and the rest of the Lephis SME members have
been selling the fuel efficient cook stoves for the past
year, which have helped their community reduce the
amount of wood that they are using. Now they have
a new product that they will be introducing to their
rural and “off-grid” community: solar lanterns.
To help the SMEs get started with selling the solar
lanterns, The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI),
the Arsi Nature Conservation and Environment De-
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Crowd forming at the SMEs’ tent in the Arsi Negelle Market

In a collaborative effort to promote four SMEs in the
Arsi Negelle District, Oromia and raise awareness
about their products, especially the solar lantern,
TERI, ANCEDA, and HoA-REC&N held the first Clean
Cook Stove and Solar Lantern Bazaar in Arsi Negelle,
Ethiopia. The event took place from May 5th until
May 9th, 2014.
The Bazaar
The bazaar was a major success, especially because
the SMEs were able to reach a wider audience and
successfully introduce new products. The solar lanterns are a useful innovation for the people living in
the rural areas, because they serve a dual purpose of
providing a free source of light in off-grid areas and
the means to charge most types of mobile phones
from solar power. The solar lanterns will allow farmers to work longer and rural students to study at night,
and the mobile charging option will also allow off-grid
communities to be better connected.
During the bazaar the SMEs were able to sell nearly
300 improved stoves and 100 lanterns, but the bigger
impact of the bazaar was its success as a promotional
tool. The SMEs moved between sales points at the
main market, the Areke4 market, and the bus station
throughout the week. In so doing, the SMEs were able
to reach a much larger audience than they were previously able to in their individual townships. People
4

come from up to 80 kilometres for the town’s market
and even further for the renowned Areke market. It
is anticipated that the uptick in sales at the bazaar
will kick start the SMEs business as people in these
townships see their neighbours using the solar lanterns and clean cook stoves.
The bazaar was also a great motivational tool for the
SMEs. As they saw the products selling well, their
individual motivation to take complete ownership
of the business increased. By showing the SMEs the
practical applications and profitability of selling the
fuel-efficient cook stoves and solar lanterns, it is
Photo by: © Andrew Gamble / HoA-REC&N 2014

velopment Association (ANCEDA), and the Horn of
Africa Regional Environment Centre & Network (HoAREC&N) have linked them with two solar enterprises:
Rensys PLC, d.light distributor, and Lydetco PLC, Sun
King Pro distributor.

Kila Kedir (in Red Scarf) working with other SME members to
sell solar products

likely that this bazaar will be a turning point for the
SMEs.
At a National Level
The success of the SMEs is being reflected at the national level, as well. The Ministry of Water, Irrigation,
and Energy (MoWIE), in partnership with TERI and

Areke is a locally produced liquor
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The workshop featured a large array of knowledge,
experience, and expertise among its participants in
solar technology, including: H.E. Mr. Kebede Gerba,
State Minister of MoWIE, Mr. Asres Woldegiorgis, Director of the Alternative Energy Technologies Promotion Development & Dissemination (AETPDD) of the
MoWIE, Mr. Debajit Palit, Associate Director of TERI,
Mr. Dereje Walligne, Chairman of the Ethiopian Solar
Energy Association; Mr. Samson Tesfaye, Country Director of the Solar Energy Foundation Ethiopia; Ms.
Yemenzwork Gorfu, Representative of the DevelopPanelists discuss solar technology in Ethiopia

HoA-REC&N held a workshop on the “Dissemination
of Solar Energy Technologies in Ethiopia: Success Stories, Challenges & Opportunities” from May 19th to
20th, 2014 at the HoA-REC&N Headquarters in the
Gullele Botanic Garden (GBG), Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
The national workshop brought together the major
players in the Ethiopian solar energy technology sector and offered solutions to some of the challenges it
faces. Stakeholders involved were: solar energy technology importers and distributors, entrepreneurs,
microfinance institutions, NGOs, and the MoWIE.
These stakeholders were brought together to discuss
pertinent issues related to the solar energy sector in
Ethiopia.

Solar technologies on display at GBG

ment Bank of Ethiopia (DBE), and Mr. Teshale Belhu,
Manager of the Ethiopian Conformity Assessment
Enterprise (ECAE), Mr. Mekonnen Kassa, Consultant
and Expert on Renewable Energy Technologies, and
Dr. Araya Asfaw, Executive Director of HoA-REC&N.
The workshop culminated in the formation of a Solar
Technology Forum and a steering committee comprised of the MoWIE, DBE, GIZ, ECAE, the Solar Energy Foundation, the Ethiopian Solar Energy Association, Regional Energy Offices, and HoA-REC&N. The
HoA-REC&N was honoured to accept the responsibility to act as secretariat, facilitating the steering committee meetings. This forum and steering committee
will help guide the way forward on some of the major
issues affecting solar technology (i.e. affordability of
solar technology, standardisation, policy and financing, taxes, etc.) and will lead the way for the SMEs
in the Arsi Negelle District and for others around the
country

Solar technologies on display at GBG
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On Saturday, May 3rd, 2014, H.E. Mr. John Kerry, United
States Secretary of State, delivered his “Commitment
to Africa” Speech at the headquarters of the HoAREC&N at the Gullele Botanic Garden (GBG) in Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia. Secretary Kerry was greeted by Dr.
Admasu Tsegaye, President of Addis Ababa University,
and Dr. Araya Asfaw, HoA-REC&N Executive Director.

The speech was delivered to the Young African Leaders Initiative (YALI) participants and addressed several
issues focusing on innovation and the young people
of Africa. On the issue of climate change, Secretary
Kerry talked about funding clean energy projects, finally saying, “Climate change is a global challenge, and it’s going to threaten this continent and all continents
in profound ways if it is not matched by global cooperative action”.
Secretary Kerry commented on the headquarters’ facility, saying, “This is an extraordinary building…”, and congratulated the Gullele Botanic Garden and Addis Ababa
University on the completion of the first Green building
in Ethiopia.
This was Secretary Kerry’s first visit to Ethiopia since the
50th Anniversary of the African Union in May 2013. A copy of the full length speech can be found on the US
State Department’s website
Food Security Learning Event for Projects Funded by the Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
Representatives from different projects in Ethiopia funded by the Embassy of the Kingdom
of the Netherlands (EKN) exchanged experiences on May 21st and 22nd, 2014. The learning event was organised at the HoA-REC&N
Headquarters, Gullele Botanic Garden (GBG),
where representatives of EKN funded projects shared their results and lessons learned.
All projects work towards changes that benefit people, but, along the way, these projects
encounter various challenges during implementation. Participants presented their findings and formulated insights to be applied in
their own strategies and activities. In addition,
participants discussed about practical ideas for collaboration among projects. The learning event was also
an occasion to launch a platform on food security activities funded by EKN (www.foodsecurityethiopia.nl).
Participants were very enthusiastic about the platform and promised to use it actively
Volume 3, Issue 2
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News in brief

US Commitment to Africa

TERI Biomass Gasifier Learning Event
On Thursday, May 22, 2014, The Energy and
Resources Institute (TERI), the Swiss Agency for
Development and Cooperation (SDC), and the
HoA-REC&N hosted a stakeholder consultation
workshop to strengthen local manufacturing of
biomass gasifiers for thermal applications for
micro, small, medium enterprises (MSMEs).
This event, held at the Gullele Botanic Garden,
is the South-South knowledge and technology
transfer component of the TERI-SDC Biomass
Project.
The workshop was attended by several key
stakeholders in the emerging biomass sector including: TERI, SDC, the Ministry of Industry (MoI), the Ministry of Water, Irrigation, & Energy (MoWIE), cook stove manufacturers, microfinance institutions, the GIZ
Energy Coordination Office, MSMEs, and the HoA-REC&N.
The workshop featured presentations and a panel discussion where concerns were raised about the costs
and availability of biomass sources and technologies that could efficiently make use of them. Following a
presentation on biomass gasifier technology in the Indian context, Mr. Sunil Dhingra, Senior Fellow from
TERI, commented that biomass gasifier technology is both economically and technically viable in Ethiopia,
based on his experience in India. During the panel discussion, panellists gave a positive outlook about biomass energy in Ethiopia with regards to its cost effectiveness and implementation. Participants finished the
meeting with a better understanding of how biomass gasifier technology can function as an energy solution
for MSMEs in Ethiopia
Follow-Up STRONGBOW Communication Training
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The Sustainable TouRism based On Natural resource
management with Gender Balance tOwards Women
(STRONGBOW) project is designed for the capacity building of five learning institutions engaged in Natural Resources Management, Tourism, and Ecotourism in Ethiopia. In this regard, the project is being implemented by
five partner universities in Ethiopia (i.e. Jimma University, Arba Minch University, Mizan-Tepi University, Wondo
Genet College of Forestry and Natural Resources, and Addis Ababa University) and three international universities
(VU University Amsterdam, The Netherlands, KU Leuven,
Belgium, and Central University of Technology, South Africa). Since the inception of the project in 2011 nine PhD
students have commenced their studies, whilst 20 MSc
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students have fully completed their studies and one student remains to complete her research. Moreover,
29 MSc scholarships remain to be offered for eligible candidates. The project is funded by the Netherlands
Initiative for Capacity Development in Higher Education, in collaboration with the Netherlands Organization
for International Cooperation in Higher Education (NICHE).
STRONGBOW hosted its second communications training for the HoA-REC&N staff. This training reinforced
principles from a previous training held in the Netherlands in November 2012. It equipped trainees with
knowledge in stakeholder mapping, analysis, and management, as well as the necessary skills to improve
organisational visibility, better communicate with partners, resolve conflicts, and give presentations in front
of a group
Climate Change Workshop: Women become agents to conserve degraded land
The Climate Change Forum Ethiopia (CCF-E) in partnership with the HoA-REC&N organised a workshop for
the Senqe Ayoo-Dhedde Women’s Association on May 30th, 2014 in Lome District, Oromia Region, Ethiopia. The goal of the workshop was to enable the women
from the Senqe Ayoo-Dhedde Women Association to better
conserve the degraded land allocated for their use. During
the workshop, experts from CCF-E explained the impact of
climate change and related issues. Officials, including the
Lome District Administrator, also explained the benefits of
strengthening the women’s association to rehabilitate the
degraded areas and issues related to the process of legalization and certification.
Women from the association explained the challenges they
are facing which might be the result of climate change. One
of the challenges the women highlighted was that women
and children are now spending more time collecting wood and fetching potable water. As the nearby woodlands and streams have vanished, women and children are forced to travel long distances to access these
necessities.
The women’s association has already started to rehabilitate degraded land with financial and technical support from HoA-REC&N. It is expected that the problems of firewood and water shortages will decline as rehabilitation measures are implemented. In conjunction with the rehabilitation work, the women will also use
the land to engage in other environmentally friendly livelihood activities
Jamma-Urji Farmers to Bring Solution to Deforestation
The HoA-REC&N organised a stakeholder consultation workshop on May 16th, 2014 in Shashemene, Ethiopia.
All concerned stakeholders, including community elders, representatives of partner organisations, and government representatives from zone, district, and township levels, were invited to the workshop.
The stakeholders were briefed about the concept of the project and the experiences of two registered Afforestation/Reforestation (AR) – Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) projects in Humbo and Soddo were presented. Participants discussed different issues and possible solutions regarding the major problems caused
by deforestation.
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All stakeholders sincerely appreciated
the concept of the project and showed
their commitment to actively contribute to the rehabilitation of the degraded forest.
With a better understanding of the
stakeholders’ perspective gained from
the workshop, the first external border demarcation on Urji and Jamma
Mountains has been conducted and a
project area map has been produced
in collaboration with the border demarcation committee that was established during the workshop

The Ethiopian Panel on Climate Change Creates a
The Second Technical Meeting of the Ethiopian Panel
2014 at the Conference Hall of the Ethiopian Academy
meeting were to enrich the draft baseline assessment,
report, and to divide responsibility among the report’s

Strong Foundation through Collaboration
on Climate Change (EPCC) took place on May 14,
of Sciences in Addis Ababa. The objectives of the
to set and further enrich the content of the EPCC
contributors.

Professor Brook Lemma presented the baseline results on climate change research in Ethiopia. Professor
Brook concluded that although climate change is real, the global rhetoric on climate change mitigation is
greater than the actual actions being taken to mitigate climate change.
Following Professor Brook’s presentation, participants
different topics: Agriculture and Food Security; Biodidustry, Transport and Infrastructure; and Water and Enguided the EPCC policies and procedures report and the
Project Coordinator, mentioned in his closing remarks
to enrich the content of the report [and] strengthen

divided into groups to devise action plans on five
versity and Ecosystems; Health and Settlement; Inergy. These action plans were presented and further
draft baseline assessment. Mr. Gebru Jember, EPCC
that, “[the way forward] to strengthen the EPCC, is
partnerships with stakeholders”

Excerpt from Moringa Booklet
Thoughts from Dr. Araya Asfaw, Executive Director of the HoA-REC&N:
“In recent years, Moringa has gained global recognition in terms of its potential to address current issues of
hunger, malnutrition, poverty alleviation, water and sanitation, wealth creation and environmental concerns.
Some African countries have shown important progress in combating malnutrition among rural dwellers
through promoting and supplying Moringa as food supplement, as well as application of the seed in water
treatment and oil production, etc.
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Moringa tree has well-documented nutritional and medicinal properties. Recently, its potential to provide environmental services and socioeconomic opportunities for producers and processors has gained
numerous recognitions. Some positive strides have also been made in
promoting the seed of the plant for water sanitation and its leaf powder for food supplement...
… [HoA-REC&N has produced a “Guide to Use and Processing Practices” booklet that] will help to inform agricultural and rural development
practitioners, the local community and the public at large about Moringa.
We also hope that the information in this booklet will stimulate interested groups to further explore the hidden resources of our forests and
woodlands towards a sustainable livelihood and resilience to the impacts of climate change.”
GCF Pan-African Meeting: the road map to jurisdictional REDD+
The HoA-REC&N hosted the first ever Governors’ Climate & Forest Task Force (GCF) Pan-African Meeting
from June 10th – 12th, 2014 at its Headquarters in Addis Ababa.
The GCF Task Force is a sub-national collaboration between 22 states and provinces from Brazil, Indonesia,
Mexico, Nigeria, Peru, Spain, and the United States. The GCF seeks to advance jurisdictional programmes
designed to promote low emissions rural development and Reduced Emissions from Deforestation and forest
Degradation (REDD+) and link these activities with emerging greenhouse gas compliance regimes and other
pay-for-performance opportunities.
Meeting participants created a
memorandum of understanding that will guide strategic cooperation among African countries regarding REDD+ schemes,
thereby, creating a roadmap for
REDD+ and low-emissions development in Africa. Using the
jurisdictional REDD+ being used
in Cross River State, Nigeria and
in the Oromia Region, Ethiopia,
the meeting hopes to socialise
a model for jurisdictional REDD+
to be used throughout Africa.
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Amelia Chizwala Peterson, Senior Research Associate at University of Colorado, Law School Research Faculty
(GCF Network & Training Lead), represented the GCF and facilitated the meeting. Representatives from Nigeria, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Ghana, the Republic of Zambia, Madagascar, Ivory Coast, Ethiopia,
and Mozambique attended the workshop to show their interest in implementing jurisdictional REDD+
Celebration of World Environment Day 2014
On Saturday, June 14th, 2014, the Ethiopian Wildlife
and Natural History Society (EWNHS) and the HoAREC&N, celebrated World Environment Day (WED)
at Arsi Negelle High School. The celebration was organised by HoA-REC&N’s Environmental Governance
and Education Partnership Programme and featured
songs, short dramas, and poems about environmental
protection performed by students, as well as speeches from guests and a tree planting ceremony.
This marked the 21st WED celebration in Ethiopia. The theme of
WED this year was “Raise Your Voice, Not the Sea Level”, but, in
order to make the day more locally appropriate, national and
regional themes were also created. This year, for Ethiopia, the
national theme was, “Every Year, Everywhere, Everyone: Let Us
Stand for Environmental Protection & Natural Resource Conservation”, and, along the lines of the national theme, the WED theme
for the Central Rift Valley was, “Let Us Once Again Protect Our
Forests from Destruction”.
More than 300 guests and students were present during the celebration. Mr. Haji Bullo, Arsi Negelle City Mayor, delivered the
opening remarks. During the opening speech, he showed his appreciation for the event, and commented that the event plays a
major role towards raising awareness on environmental protection for the students, which will benefit the entire community
Erratum: In the Horn Blower Vol. 3, Issue 1, in the article entitled “STRONGBOW Update” on page 15, it was written that a Ph.D
student was provided a boat for his research. As a clarification, the boat was bought for Arba Minch University as part of the
project’s capacity building. The student will be using the boat during his research.
Ledet Shibeshi Abera (Ms.) , Editor
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Entertainmnet
ACROSS

DOWN

4. World Environment Day (WED) organiser
7. June 5
9. What not to raise according to the 2014 WED
theme
10. 2013 WED Theme
11. Newest tree holiday
13. Earth Day proposer
14. 2014: International Year of ______
15. A day for planting trees
16. April 22

1. International Day of Forests predecessor
3. What to raise according to the 2014 WED
theme
4. Conference where Earth Day was born
5. SIDS example
6. Earth Day country of Origin
8. Place of Earth Day inspiration
12. Earth Day founder
13. Noted conservationist born on Earth Day

For more information about HoA-REC&N’s work visit
www.hoarec.org
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BUZZ Words – Value Chain
so popular among development professionals.
Value chains in the development
community really mean providing
local communities with the tools
to make products they are already
producing (or could be producing)
more valuable, thereby injecting
income into the community and
stimulating the local economy.
The excitement arises because
this process often utilises skills
already present in local communities and by tweaking them
slightly, the value of a product
that is already being produced
can increase many-fold.

Value chain is a word that evokes excitement from people working in development, but what does it really mean?
According to Michael Porter’s - 1985
renowned book, Competitive Advantages: Creating and Sustaining Superior
Performance, a value chain is a series
of activities a firm performs to deliver a valuable service or product
to the market. The
chain is comprised of a series
of activities that
are performed to
turn a raw product
into something
the consumer will
value more. This,
however, tells us
very little about
why this word is

Crossword Answers:
ACROSS

DOWN

4. UNEP
7. WED
9. Sea Level
10. Think, Eat, Save
11. International Day of
Forest
13. McConnell
14. SIDS
15. Arbor Day
16. Earth Day

1. Forest Day
3. Voice
4. UNESCO
5. Seychelles
6. United States
8. Santa Barbara
12. Nelson
13. Muir
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For example, in the Central Rift Valley region, the
HoA-REC&N is supporting the ecotourism value
chain. By organising guide associations, improving
marketing, and creating market linkages, the raw
tourism product, Lake Ziway–a lake with a fascinating history– is being transformed into a “must-see”
tourism destination. The increased tourist flow
causes a ripple effect, causing the value of the lake
and forest to rise, boosting local businesses, and directly providing an alternative livelihood in the form
of tour guide operations, boat rentals, and other
livelihoods in the tourism sector.
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Patrick E. Ngowi, Helvetic Solar, Tanzania

Photo by: © Forbes

It was here that Ngowi’s interest in solar energy was
sparked. The scalability of solar power, especially
within the context of Tanzania, is what really grabbed
Ngowi’s curiosity. In 2007, Ngowi founded Helvetic
Solar. He struggled in the first year, as he was doing everything on his own – installation, marketing,
bookkeeping, etc. Since then, Helvetic Solar’s initial
clients have been ambassadors to attract new clients.
Because of the company’s success, Ngowi was named
one of Forbes’ “30 Most Promising Young Entrepreneurs under 30” in 2013 and 2014.

Patrick E. Ngowi, CEO, Helvetic Solar

Helvetic Solar founder, Patrick E. Ngowi, started his
business career at age 15 when he began selling mobile phone top-up cards in his native Tanzania. Currently, he is the 29 year old owner of Helvetic Solar
– a solar technology company in Tanzania that is making millions of dollars each year.
Born in the Kilimanjaro area of Tanzania, Ngowi came
from a modest family, and selling top-up cards was a
life changing event because, for the first time in his
life, he was able to help at home and save money.
This was his first taste of the entrepreneurial spirit.
After graduating high school and still thirsty for business, Ngowi took a gap year to make money selling
mobile phones.

Ngowi believes that education is fundamental so that
the community can grow, and, with this in mind, he
started the Light for Life Foundation in 2013. The
foundation is a social enterprise focused on encouraging and supporting emerging African women and
students by providing them with access to clean solar
power in rural parts of Tanzania. Currently, 74% of the
population throughout Africa live in off-grid areas. By
providing solar energy to these off-grid communities,
entrepreneurs will be better enabled to take advantage of business opportunities and students will have
more time to study. Since its inception, the Light for
Life Foundation has reached over 1,000 rural women,
and the foundation is now setting up a Solar Fund to
enable leasing solar power service for the off-grid areas of Tanzania.
Continuing his adventurous entrepreneurial spirit,
Ngowi has taken up the hobby of skydiving. This type
of bold initiative could serve as an example for young
entrepreneurs across the Horn of Africa
More information about Ngowi and Helvetic Solar can be
found through the company website (www.helveticsolar.
com). This story was based on a story that originally aired
on “African Voices” on CNN.

However, after the gap year, he attended Dezhou
University in China and studied renewable energy.
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Good Practice

Scaling-up Solar Power: Success of a promising
young entrepreneur
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